Smart access
solutions for your
satisfaction

dormakaba

We focus on
your needs

Shaping the future
through curiosity

Your requirements are our top priority. We do
everything to understand what motivates
you as our customers, partners and users. To
develop solutions that do everything they
promise to do. And that do not just meet your
expectations, but exceed them.

Progress is driven by curiosity. That is why we
ask questions, research and recognize trends,
always looking ahead. This translates into
products, solutions and services that help our
customers on their path to the future – and
help make access smarter and more secure.

Facing challenges with Our performance for
determination
your goals
We are constantly seeking new ways to develop our access solutions. To do this we face up
to new challenges and seek solutions that
deliver genuine added value for our customers
and users.

We have a clear goal: your satisfaction.
We maintain high standards when it
comes to security, quality and reliability,
so with our products, solutions and services,
you will know you are in good hands.

Earning your trust
We stand for reliability. We strive to help
our customers feel good about having a
trusted partner on their side at all times.
This is reflected in our products, solutions
and services.
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What we stand for
Your trusted partner
for smart and secure
access solutions
Securely and effectively configuring access to
buildings means tackling social and technical
challenges. Ensuring that facilities are not
just secure, but smart as well – that takes
innovative solutions and a partner you can
rely on.
With over 150 years’ experience and millions
of products and solutions installed worldwide
– from pushbutton locks and door closers
to highly complex, networked access solutions
with smartphone access – dormakaba is your
reliable partner for secure and flexible access
to buildings and rooms.

With our presence in over 130 countries we
operate both globally and locally – we are
there wherever you need us. We know the
on-site requirements, we listen to our customers and partners, we ask the right
questions and consider every aspect to come
up with smart, secure access solutions –
everything related to doors and secure access
to buildings and rooms, all provided from a
single source. Innovative solutions that are as
precise as they are reliable. Because we are
only satisfied when you are.

Truly smart access and security solutions
have to meet a whole host of requirements.
These requirements multiply as urban centers
expand, their inhabitants grow more prosperous and their security needs increase, not to
mention constant technical progress, digitization and progressing connectivity. Therefore
our goal is to develop products, solutions and
services that make the lives of our customers
and users easier and more secure.
We are dedicated to this challenge, curious
to learn more about the requirements of
tomorrow, have the courage to come up with
innovative solutions and provide outstanding
support and partnership for you.
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Who we are
Dorma and Kaba
become dormakaba –
a smart step for
smart access solutions
This brings us one big step closer to our goal
of offering our customers and partners
throughout the world a comprehensive range
of high-quality products, solutions and
services for security and building access from
a single source.
Dorma and Kaba become dormakaba. A
merger that offers you a wide range of added
value in every phase. Together we stand for
more than 150 years of security and reliability.
With this merger we will multiply our
strengths. Our companies complement one
another very well, ensuring that in the future
we will be able to offer a comprehensive portfolio of products, solutions and services
related to doors as well as to secure access to
buildings and rooms from a single supplier.

Maintenance

Our new name dormakaba stands for the
union of two strong partners and brands,
which will generate long-term added value
for all stakeholders. This value comes from
the combination of complementary product
and service portfolios and a comprehensive
presence along the entire value creation
chain as well as around the whole world.

Consulting

Operation

With dormakaba you
have a strong partner
who is there for you
throughout every
development phase of
your building project –
from the initial
consultation to the last
door handle.

This includes locking systems with cylinders
and locks, right through to fully networked
electronic access solutions, physical access
and automatic door systems, as well as a
comprehensive range of door hinges, fittings,
door closers and stoppers, not to mention key
blanks and key-cutting machines. This
extensive range is complemented by products
for time and enterprise data recording,
high-security and hotel locks, horizontal
sliding walls and movable partitions.

Planning

Realization
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An optimal union – now
and in the future

1976
Entry into the
glass door
fittings business

1950
Entry into the
door-closer business

1908

1962

Dörken & Mankel KG
founded in Ennepetal

Locksmith shop and
cash register factory
by Franz Bauer

1862

The first
automatic door
systems

Patenting of
reversible key

Invention of
pushbutton lock

Launch of first
electronic safe system

1934

1960

1975

Our merger brings together what belongs
together. The respective histories of our
companies followed parallel developments
that make for a very good fit, complementing
each other seamlessly. For both Dorma and
Kaba, innovation was always a central
component of the way we did business. As
dormakaba we are united in this common
approach. We are bringing together resources
and sharing our experience. Together
dormakaba are striving for innovative
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leadership in the industry and we will continue
to invest in innovation in the future. And
we always do this with the goal of creating
smart access and security solutions with
long-term added value for our customers,
partners and end-users. For you, as a customer, this means long-term worldwide
prospects that allow you to look to the future
with peace of mind – with reliable access and
security solutions that inspire trust.

1987

2002

Security solutions
and emergency exit
control systems

Electronic
access control

1978

2010

First production
site in Singapore

100 million
door-closers sold

2001
En route to market
leadership in the
movable partition
business

2013
More than 1 billion
euros in annual sales

2015
Merger with Kaba

Merger with Dorma

2015

IPO and new
name: Kaba

More than 1 billion
Swiss francs in annual
sales

1995

2014
Introduction of RCID/
TouchGo lock system

2008
Expansion of
Asian business with
first subsidiary in
Japan

1985

Acquisition of
Unican – revenue
doubles

2001
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Our locations
Wherever you are,
throughout the world
We are one of the top three
companies in the global market
for access and security solutions.
We are a single source for everything related to doors and secure
access to building and rooms.
With around 16,000 employees
and numerous cooperation
partners, we are there at your
side in over 130 countries. That
means wherever you are in the
world, you can profit from futureoriented products, solutions and
services that give you the feeling
of long-term security.
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Your benefits
A reliable partner

For us, the satisfaction of our customers
and partners is our top priority. That is why
we listen, to make sure we understand your
day-to-day challenges and requirements.
Everything we do is oriented towards developing seamless access solutions and services
that do not just make buildings smarter and
more secure, but also give you the feeling of
being in good hands at all times. With around
16,000 employees who are there for you with
reliable, expert advice, we continue to be
a trusted, long-term partner for you. As an
established group of companies we bring
together over 150 years of experience.

No matter where you are, if you need innovative, reliable access and security solutions,
we are there for you with our high-quality
offering – in hotels, shops, sporting venues,
airports, hospitals, at home or in the office.
All over the world.
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Our offering
Smart and secure
access solutions
from a single source
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Mechanical Key Systems

Door Hardware

Interior Glass Systems

Optimal security with flexible
allocation of access rights – for
the best possible control, low
costs and greater convenience.

Long-life, attractive door technology solutions – for greater
on-site convenience, easy assembly and reliable functionality from
a single source.

High-quality system solutions
made from glass – for a wide
range of everyday and office
applications.

Lodging Systems

Safe Locks

Movable Walls

Hotel locks and locking systems
as well as access management
solutions for holiday homes –
for reliable yet convenient and
efficient protection of all kinds
of property.

Security locks – for optimal
protection of goods, valuables,
information or hazardous
substances against unauthorized
access.

Flexible, efficient partition wall
solutions – for individual space
configuration in hotels, conference centers, studios and other
venues.

Our products, solutions and services are
defined by a long tradition of innovation, our
efficient performance as leading enterprise,
and by around 16,000 experienced and
committed employees. Thanks to our merger,
we now deliver even more comprehensive
and secure access to buildings and rooms – all
from one single provider.

Entrance Systems

Electronic Access & Data

Services

Automated access solutions –
for convenient, automated
building access.

Electronic access control and
workforce management – for
efficient access management,
security and data collection.

Tailor-made services and customized maintenance – for the
long-term functional integrity
of all types of access and security
solutions.

Key Systems
Key blanks and key-cutting
machines as well as automotive
solutions ranging from vehicle
keys up to programming devices
– for every access situation.
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